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Chapter 18 

The Romantic App: Augmented 

Reality in Fine Art Education 

 
Claudia Hart 

 

Abstract  This chapter explores The Romantic App – an ongoing project at the School 

of the Art Institute of Chicago. It is a custom application for smartphone or tablet made 

especially for the 19th and 20th century paintings of the European Painting and 

Sculpture wing in the Art Institute of Chicago. Art Institute students designed and 

executed The Romantic App in the Fall semester of 2015, with a second iteration 

produced in Spring, 2019. It is intended both as a teaching vehicle but also as an art 

work, allowing young people to engage collaboratively with mentors from another time 

and period. Augmented Reality was chosen as a medium for this project because it 

functions in parallel to the grand painting tradition of the 19th century, that moment 

when photography had its first dizzying impact on Parisian culture. Like so many of the 

optical viewing devices of that époque, The Romantic App also reveals illusions and 

phantasmagoria hidden beneath the surface of the visible world. When the app is open, 

one can glimpse visions and optical illusions through the interface of a device, 

integrated into a curated selection of paintings scattered throughout the Museum. Using 

one’s phone as a kind of magical mirror or optical lens, users are encouraged to examine 

individual paintings, to see hidden animations, enactments and other kinds of moving 

pictures subtly mixed into their surfaces. 
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18.1  Introduction  

Since 2007, when I started working at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago, I’ve 

taught a class entitled Virtual Installation to a mixed bag of advanced graduate and 

undergraduate students. At the time of this writing, thirteen years later, what this 

evocative catch phrase --“virtual installation”-- might actually signify has 

metamorphosed yearly, shifting platforms as our innovation culture has driven 

computer-graphics software forward at a dizzying pace, to become obsolete every year 

and then replaced by a newer version with even more hyper-realist capacities.  

 

18.1.1  About this Chapter 

When I started teaching Virtual Installation, I used Photoshop software to manipulate 

“captured” images by integrating virtual-reality 3D simulations to create still frames 

that mixed the fantastical and the imaginary into realistic, documentary photos. Several 

years later, I used even more sophisticated video-tracking software, again integrating 

more or less realistic simulations into footage shot on digital-video cameras. In the fall 

of 2015, I proposed that we try a different tactic. I asked my students to re-imagine 

Virtual Installation as an augmented-reality app that would superimpose an exhibition 

of moving-image art works created by them, to float over the canonical 19th and early 

20th-century painting collection of the Art Institute of Chicago.  

 

The 19th and early 20th-century painting collection, presided over by Gloria Groom, 

then 19th Century Painting Curator and now European Painting and Sculpture Chair, 

seemed both to provide a significant learning opportunity and also to create a profound 

content and context for a collective art work by both my students and I, acting in the 

capacity of curator and creative director. I described our historical condition as one of 

standing on the threshold of a digital age, just as the Impressionists and the related 

movements of that earlier time -- from Manet, Corot and the PreRaphaelite resistance, 

until Seurat and Matisse -- stood on the threshold of the age of mechanization and 

photography (Benjamin 1937). I imagined us all as “paradigm-shift” artists and 

therefore asked each student to curate a collection of works within the larger Art 

Institute painting collection, and then to produce image-based animated augments 

using their collections as trackables.  I thought then, and still do, of standing on these 

master’s shoulders, in conversation and collaboration with them.  What we produced in 



2015, was The Romantic App. Four years later, my 2019 Virtual Installation class and I 

produced The Romantic App 2.0, here merged with the original group.  This chapter is a 

selected documentation of the ensuing work.  

 

Claudia Hart 

November, 2019 

 

 

18.1.2 About the Romantic App 

The Romantic App is a custom augmented-reality application for smart-phone or tablet 

made especially for the 18th and 19th century paintings of the European Painting and 

Sculpture Wing in the Art Institute of Chicago. It was a class project, created in 

conversation with European Painting and Sculpture Chair Gloria Groom and her 

curating staff.  With support from Research Associate Allison Perelman and Collections 

Manager Devon Lee Pyle-Vowles, Art Institute students designed and executed The 

Romantic App in the Fall Semester of 2015 and again in the Spring Semester of 2019. 

 

This high-tech augmented-reality application functions in the grand tradition of the 19th 

century, that moment when photography had its first dizzying impact on Parisian 

culture. Like so many of the optical viewing devices of that époque (Huhtamo 2013), The 

Romantic App also reveals illusions and phantasmagoria hidden beneath the surface of 

the visible world. When the app is open, one can glimpse visions and optical illusions 

through the interface of one’s smart device, integrated into a curated selection of 

paintings scattered throughout the museum. Using their phones as a kind of magical 

mirror or optical lens, visitors may examine individual paintings to discover hidden 

animations, enactments and other kinds of moving pictures integrated into their 

surfaces. 

 

Augmented reality is an emerging technology that permits users to see media embedded 

in physical objects or linked to specific locations in the real world. It is currently 

available only through custom applications, but will soon be a common feature in every 

smart device. Just like turning on “wireless’ reception, users will turn on “augmented 

reception.” How this works is quite logical: an object or image can be designated as a 

“trackable.”  An augmented app can scan this image as if it were a common QR code, 



which then links the specific app to a particular stream of information coming from the 

Internet Cloud. 

 

Augmented reality is a subset of a larger group of simulations technologies, all grouped 

together under the aegis of the virtual. The Romantic App is intended to create a dialog 

between the virtual world of the present and the paintings of the 19th century that so 

strongly reflect the cultural impact of photography and film (Clarke, Hunter, Rubin, 

Johnson 2019). Impressionist painters along with the Realistic painters of that same 

epoque, were marked by the impact that the dramatic new scientific discoveries of that 

time had on the public imagination. 

 

Like that earlier time, our own 21st century is experiencing a paradigm shift (Rubinstein 

2019), one in which computer-generated realities augment and metamorphosize our 

vision of what actually might be considered real. As in the 19th century, in the 21st, the 

boundary between the fantastical imaginary and the physical or concrete are 

experiencing a process of evolution and erosion. The Romantic App is meant to address 

that fact by inviting our students, the first denizens of post-Internet culture, to express 

this transformation in their own ways. 

 

Claudia Hart 

November, 2015 

 

 

18.2 The Proof of Concept 

The Romantic App was predicated on several projects in which I personally intervened 

in the Art Institute of Chicago European Painting and Sculpture collection wearing my 

“artist’s hat” rather than the hat of a pedagog. To do so, I chose two works, one by 

Antonio Canova (1757--1822) and the other by Dante Gabriel Rossetti (1828--1882). I 

produced my own animated augments as in-class demos for the 2015 Virtual 

Installation class, in order to walk my students through the technical, aesthetic and 

conceptual decision-making process involved in the production of a work made in a 

museological context. 

 

I chose these particular historical paintings both because they influenced my personal 

practice as a feminist digital-artist living in the 21st century, and also because of where 



they stand on the the art-history timeline. Even before 2015 and The Romantic App 

project, I had produced art inspired by Canova and Rossetti, because I think of them as 

poetic paradigms of the Romantic canon.  

 

Antonio Canova’s Head of the Medusa (1801) (Fig. 18.2 ) is important because it is a 

brilliant work but also because of its mythological source material, the Medusa, a s/hero 

with particular contemporary relevance in terms of feminist liberation politics. In 

Hesiod's Theogony (Hesiod and Most 2018),  Perseus cut off the head of Medusa and 

springing from her blood came Chrysaor and Pegasus, Chrysaor being a golden giant 

and Pegasus the famous white winged-horse. Medusa rests as a symbol of female 

empowerment, a true warrior princess.  

 

Canova’s Medusa was my first augment -- a self portrait animation entitled Channeling 

Medusa (2015) (Fig. 18.1).  Canova’s sculpture Medusa left me breathless in 2007, on 

my first visit to the Art Institute. Medusa is the symbol of all things feminine, of  the 

queen, and is a form of the Greek word metis -- “feminine wile” -- that which the male 

gods strove to obtain. Nine years later, I  piled my own images on top of the Canova: a 

selfie video, shot in my editing room at school, and then digitally projected (Fig. 18.3) 

onto my own interpretive 3D digital model, built using Maya 3D animation software, in 

2010.  

 

 

Fig. 18.1  Claudia Hart, Channeling Medusa, 2015 

 



 

Fig. 18.2 Antonio Canova, The Head of Medusa, 1801 

 

 

 

Fig. 18.3 Channeling Medusa by Claudia Hart, 2015, over The Head of Medusa by Antonio Canova, 1801, 

as seen through The Romantic App, 2015--2019 



 

I was interested in the Beata Beatrix (1871--72) by Dante Gabriel Rossetti because of 

Rosetti’s significant role in the Luddite movement.  The Luddites were a conservative 

resistance movement to industrialization that took command of Europe in the late 19th 

century.  In Great Britain, Pre-Raphaelite painters expressed the Luddite philosophy, 

supporting a return to Medievalism and handicraft and eschewing any form of industrial 

production. They were anti-Modernist.  In response to this history, I created a work, 

Desire, (Fig. 18.4 ) consisting of a slide-show of related works, meant to be projected on 

top of Rossetti’s painting. The model for the Beata Beatrix was Elizabeth Siddal, 

Rossetti’s muse and wife.  Siddel also modeled for a host of the other Luddite 

Pre-Raphaelite painters (Hawksley 2013), and was herself an unacknowledged but 

accomplished poet, long abused by the philandering Rossetti. She died young at 31, of 

tuberculosis. My augment is a slideshow of other works for which she modeled by a half 

a dozen of her male peers for whom she represented a romantic heroine and a paradigm 

of female enchantment. 

 

 

Fig. 18.4 Claudia Hart, Desire, 2015 on Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Beata Beatrix, 1871--72, as seen through 

The Romantic App, 2015--19  



18.3  Art Institute of Chicago, Romantic-App 

Walk-About 

 

In 2015, my students and I conceived of our augmented-reality application as a more or 

less permanent exhibition within the context of the permanent collection of the Art 

Institute.  As an extension of that project, we also developed a “museum tour” 

performed by the students as if they were doscents. We thought of our 

augmented-reality app, installed on the smart phone of a normal museum visitor as a 

contemporary parallel to the 19th-century optical toys popular at the time that 

photography first had its impact on Western culture.  They were “magic mirrors,” a 

new-fangled version of the the Zoetrope or Magic Lantern (Huhtamo 2013), peeked 

through by the public as they strolled through the museum (Fig. 18.5). 

 

My intentions in The Romantic App were historical, and as a pedagog, I personally 

appreciate the irony of layering by means of the Layar app, a new-media equivalent of a 

19th-century optical toy, a high-tech animation on top of a 19th-century painting in a 

19th-century museum. The Art Institute of Chicago was founded as both a museum and 

school for the fine arts in 1879, a critical era in the history of Chicago as civic energies 

were devoted to rebuilding the metropolis that had been destroyed by the Great Fire of 

1871 (Larson 2004). Historically, the Art Institute is a significant example of an 

architecture standing on the threshold of Modernism. László Moholy-Nagy (American, 

born Hungary, 1895–1946) who emerged as a professor at the Bauhaus art school in 

Germany (1923–28), fled to Chicago in 1937, where he founded the New Bauhaus, a 

school that continues today as the Institute of Design at the Illinois Institute of 

Technology. My pedagogic idea for The Romantic App was informed by this illustrious 

history.  

 

We thought of The Romantic App as a liminal interface, a site on the threshold of the 

21st-century, the epoque of digital technology, and the Art Institute - and the urban site 

of Chicago - as symbols of the American, industrial 20th-century and Modernism. With 

this in mind, my students, lead by Jarad Solomon, a gifted student, both graphic 

designer and artist now known for his hybrid augmented-graphic projects, designed a 

booklet (Fig. 18.6), guiding visitors through Gloria Groom’s glorious Impressionism 

collection at the Art Institute. In the spring of 2015, we lead School of the Art Institute 

board members through our augmented collections, fully cognizant of them as dramatic 

photo opportunities. In addition to designing a booklet guiding visitors through the 



augmented collection defined by The Romantic App, and referring to the graphical 

tropes established by the German Bauhaus, Solomon also produced a profound series of 

augments connecting and blending works adjacent to one another in the museum (Fig. 

18.6).  He visualized conceptual curatorial space by connecting works that the Art 

Institute curators had also connected spatially, using animated graphics driven by an 

algorithm tracing a path between a color in one object to the identical color in an 

adjacent one (Fig. 18.7). Solomon’s goal was to illustrate and re-define curatorial 

relationships, but at the same time, he also produced resonant and hypnotic works of 

augmented-reality art. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 18.5 The Romantic App as Historical Enactment, The Art Institute of Chicago, photo: Cass Davis, 

2015 

 



 

Fig. 18.6 The Romantic App Catalog designed by Jarad Solomon, 2015 

 

 

 

 



 

Fig. 18.7 Chair and Portrait of Anna Maria Dashwood by Thomas Hope and Sir Thomas Lawrence, as 

seen through The Romantic App in an augment by Jarad Solomon, 2015 

 

 

 



 

Fig. 18.8  X-frame armchair and Wounded Stag and Dog by Lewis Nockalls Cottingham and Sir Edwin 

Henry Landseer, as seen through The Romantic App in an augment by Jarad Solomon, 2015 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

18.4 Student Projects 

 

The Romantic App was created in two versions, four years apart, in the School of the Art 

Institute of Chicago, spring semester of 2015, and again in the spring semester of 2019. 

A selected group of outstanding student projects are compiled in this chapter, along 

with students’ descriptions of their augments, my class assignment. Subtle shifts in both 

the students’ and my own conceptual orientation differentiated  2015 and 2019 versions, 

due to the broader impact of augmented-reality on culture after the Niantic Pokémon 

GO augmented-reality mobile game was released in 2016, going viral.  

 

What changed in the five years, as evidenced by the way the students framed their own 

work and wrote about it, constitutes a reframing of the way we imagined an augmented 

work to exist “in perpetuity,” of particular significance in the context of the Art Institute 

of Chicago where the collections trace medieval through contemporary art-history. 

When we produced The Romantic App 2015, we used the mobile browser-app Layar, a 

company six years old at that time that I naively imagined as relatively stable. I asked 

the students to think of their work as a smaller  exhibition sitting in virtuality on top of 

the permanent collection of that august institution. Although I knew museums rehang, 

loan, and remove works for conservation, I imagined the augmented app as functioning 

within that context, a thing that could be upgraded and conserved.  I thought of Layar 

as a fixed-frame software, like Photoshop or the 3D animation product Maya, classic 

standards that I also imagined as being conserved in a contemporary art museum. The 

student writings for The Romantic App 2015, therefore expressed my own assumptions, 

that the students were producing a “permanent” collection within the Art Institute of 

Chicago’s own stable collection. 

 

A few weeks before my Virtual Installation class scheduled to produce the Romantic 

App 2019 was to begin, Layar, and its parent company Blipp, were suddenly liquidated. 

So much for permanence!  Improvising, I decided to use SnapChat, a popular social 

media site with a sophisticated augmented function and a public software. The problem 

with SnapChat in the context of a permanent collection in an august art history museum 

is that SnapChat augments only remain on their app for 2 weeks. After that they are 

deleted by the company. The students and I discussed the implications of this 

hyper-impermanence in terms of how to imagine this version of The Romantic App in 

perpetuity. We decided that which was lasting could only be our documentation of the 

work, that would include the app assets and a short description of each individual 



augment. The “work” as it would exist in the future, could only be an image of the 

trackable, based on  the trackable --  high resolution scans provided by the Art Institute 

on their public website -- and their augment --  Gifs made by the students, in the form of 

a multilayer Photoshop Document.   We felt that these were the most stable forms that 

we could currently identify in the digital domain.  This is apparent in the way that the 

students described their works in The Romantic App 2019 group. 

 

  

18.4.1  Anthony L. Blackwood  

 

Anthony L. Blackwood, BFA, 2016 

The Romantic App, 2015 

Tracking: Paul Gauguin, The Ancestors of Tehamana or Tehaman Has Many Parents 

(Merahi Metua No Tehamana), 1893 

 

Using visual and experimental media from our own time, I want to generate and allude 

to the energy that evolves culture and  the social space, created by technological change 

and development.  It moved Gauguin to explore new visual territories, beyond the 

limitations of human perception (Fig. 18.9). It also moves me. For this piece (Fig. 18.10), 

I used a photograph found in the archives of the Art Institute, of the real child bride of 

Gaugain and placed her in an animated environment to critique and question Gaugin’s 

racist and patriarchal values. 

 



 

Fig. 18.9 Paul Gauguin, The Ancestors of Tehamana or Tehaman Has Many Parents (Merahi Metua No 

Tehamana), 1893 

 

 

Fig. 18.10 Anthony L. Blackwood on Paul Gauguin, 2015 

 



 

 

18.4.2  Daniel Brookman 

 

Daniel Brookman, BFA, 2017 

The Romantic App, 2015 

Tracking: Claude Monet, The Petite Creuse River, 1889 

 

Current and popular new media tropes can easily be connected to previous conventions 

found in the European Painting and Sculpture wing, particularly in works from the 19th 

century. Notably, these trends include: a fixation with antiquated and exotic imagery, a 

continual infatuation with the construction of impeccable fantasies, along with 

sentiments and aesthetics born out of a widespread anxiety towards a variety of 

sociological rationalizations for the vast technological changes sweeping through Europe 

at that time. The body of work that I have developed here augments these 19th-century 

works, and seeks to show direct parallels with our own time, also wrought by 

technological upheavals by visually melding with the earlier works and at the same time 

showing a contemporary equivalent. For my Monet piece (Fig. 18.11), I used the 

MetaCreations Corporation Bryce, a mass-market software made to model 3D fantasy 

landscapes, reconstructing the Monet as a high-tech artifact (Fig. 18.12). 

 

 

Fig. 18.11 Claude Monet, The Petite Creuse River, 1889 



 

 

Fig. 18.12 Daniel Brookman on Claude Monet, 2015 

 

 

18.4.3  Savario Caponi 

 

Savario Caponi, BFA, 2016 

The Romantic App, 2015 

Tracking: Jean Victor Bertin, Entrance to the Park at Saint-Cloud, 1802 

 

Architecture and other urban spaces such as parks and landscapes were symbols of the 

ideal (Fig. 18.13)  in the 19th-century. But they also are the inspiration for environments 

commonly found in all kinds of 3d games, from the apocalyptic to mystery and shooter 

games. In this augment, I made the connection by making an animation using the Bertin 

painting as a backdrop and inserting animated galloping horses on top (Fig. 18.14). I 

found the animation free on the Internet by “Googling”:  free 3d-horses.  I think of it as 

a contemporary painting. 

 

 



 

Fig. 18.13 Jean Victor Bertin, Entrance to the Park at Saint-Cloud, 1802 

 

 

Fig. 18.14 Savario Caponi on Jean Victor Bertin, 2015 

 



 

 

18.4.4 Jessica Ceuvallos 

 

Jessica Ceuvallos, BFA 2019 

The Romantic App, 2019 

Tracking: Edvard Munch, The Girl by the Window, 1893 

 

Munch painted The Girl by the Window (Fig. 18.15) after a trip from Paris in 1893. In 

keeping with that time period, I incorporated vintage footage from one of the Lumière 

brothers' short films in Paris in 1895, found on the Internet, shot in front of Notre 

Dame. I wanted to keep the voyeuristic aspect of the painting intact. We are also 

voyeurs, watching a girl watching a scene made in the same epoque (Fig. 18.16). 

 

In my body of augmented works, I explore the idea of fleeting moments that can be 

found in photographs, in art works and also in dreams. The paintings in the European 

galleries of the Art Institute of Chicago are like windows onto the past, capsules of what 

the artists then viewed around them. By taking these paintings and installing videos in 

them with connections to that past, it expands the world of the painting itself, making it 

more real, but also more surreal at the same time.  

 

 

Fig. 18.15 Edvard Munch, The Girl by the Window, 1893 



 

 

Fig. 18.16 Jessica Ceuvallos on Edvard Munch, 2019 

 

 

18.4.5 Cindy Chang 

 

 

Cindy Chang, BFA, 2021 

The Romantic App, 2019 

Tracking: Ferdinand Hodler, The Grand Muveran, 1912 

The Grand Muveran by Ferdinand Hodler (Fig. 18.17) was known for its distinctive art 

style and symbolic expression. Instead of using the en plein air style which focuses on 

the retinal reproduction of the subject, Hodler painted more fantastical and symbolic 

pictures. His work has an artificial feel because it also reflects that his artwork is 

artificially created, an internal world rather than a recreation of reality. To emphasize 

the artificiality, I created the virtual “behind the scenes” of this painting. I built 3D 

models of the “mountains,” outlining the shapes appearing in the painting, and layered 

them together. It creates a trompe-l’oeil effect. Through the app, but from the side 

rather than a frontal view,  observers can see panels traced from the mountain shapes, 

stacked in virtual space on top of one another (Fig. 18.18). But from the front, the 3D 



objects seem to be the actual 2D painting. I am questioning what is real and what is 

unreal in art. 

 

 

Fig. 18.17 Ferdinand Hodler, The Grand Muveran, 1912 

 

 

Fig. 18.18 Cindy Chang on Ferdinand Hodler, 2019 



18.4.6 Muyeol Choe 

 

Muyeol Choe, BFA, 2020 

The Romantic App, 2019 

Tracking: Franz Ludwig Catel, Inside the Colosseum, 1818-1828 

 

Life in Nowhere, 2019 

When Georges-Eugène Haussmann rebuilt Paris, all the old alleyways and narrow 

streets were destroyed (Fig. 18.19). For this work, I’m imagining animistic spirits from 

the old Medieval world, that might have haunted these alleys as being evicted out of 

their homes. Dispossessed, they occupied romantic paintings, squatting in the works of 

art, forever yearning for where their lives breathed, struggled, and dreamed. 

This project comes from an idea I am dubbing the animism of space: the spaces we all 

inhabit have spirits of their own. Baudelaire expressed the idea in his poem, The Swan. 
A swan is freed from a cage. It walks on the dry pavements of 20th century alienated 

Paris. It yearns for water just as Baudelaire longed for old Paris. If where life once 

breathed and struggled and dreamed is gone, then life leaves with it. In the poet’s mind, 

The alleyways live, and his swan was the spirit of the old alleys. 

To me, trying to capture the “spirit of life,” lost with the fabric of medieval Paris due to 

Haussmann’s reconstruction drove romantic painting and all of the optical toys and 

seances that characterized the culture at that time. Augmented space does not replace 

the physical. It starts where the physical meets the imagination. It is a symbol of the 

human desire to restore the forgotten; a refuge where the  human mind may dream. 

That dream, in this case, is life itself (Fig. 18.20). 

 



 

Fig. 18.19 Franz Ludwig Catel, Inside the Colosseum, 1818-1828 

 

 

Fig. 18.20 Muyeol Choe on Franz Ludwig Catel, 2019 

 

 

 



18.4.7  Cassandra Davis 

 

Cass Davis, MFA, 2017, Fibers and Material Studies 

The Romantic App, 2015 

Tracking: Ferdinand Hodler, Day (Truth), 1896-98 

 

In my recent work, created in dialog with the 19th and 20th century painting collection 

of the Art Institute of Chicago, I have been exploring cloth as shroud, to help visualize 

the frightening inevitability of death, but also the possibility of rebirth and a 

transcendent experience. 

 

In Hodler’s Truth (Fig. 18.21), a mystical figure holds a burial shroud, possibly 

foreshadowing her own death or acting as a harbinger of death. I have layered on top of 

it a video of a nude model holding a fluttering veil. The wind from the cloth seems to 

swirl from the mountaintop painted by Hodler on the canvas beneath, creating a figure 

that feels both two and three dimensional, as this shroud both obscures and reveals the 

body beneath (Fig. 18.22). 

 

 

Fig. 18.21 Ferdinand Hodler, Day (Truth), 1896-98 

 



 

Fig. 18.22 Cass Davis on Ferdinand Hodler, 2015 

 

 

 

18.4.8  Nick Flaherty 

 

Nick Flaherty, BFA, 2017 

The Romantic App, 2015 

Tracking: George Seurat, A Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La Grande Jatte, 1894 

 

The thousands of carefully placed paint strokes that Seurat carefully painted 120 

years ago, as a part of his serious scientific investigations into perception, amount 

over a score of years of museum blockbusters and museum gift shop 

commercialization, amounts to an image that gets photoshopped and parodied 

hundreds of times. All of these ads and parodies are actually collected by the Art 

Institute museum, to become fodder for my animation, as one Seurat marketing add 



or Youtube video parody melts into the next (Fig. 18.23), a cheap entertainment for 

the scores of teenagers inhabiting selfie-land. What do you think?  Thumbs up or 

down?  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 18.23 Nick Flaherty on George Seurat, 2015 

 

 

 

 

18.4.9 Xavier Hughes 

 

Xavier Hughes, BFA, 2021 

The Romantic App, 2019 

Tracking: John Phillip Simpson, The Captive Slave, 1827 

Retrospective-1, 2019 

The Captive Slave by the English painter, John Simpson (Fig. 18.24), is a hybrid 

between portrait and genre painting. It depicts a shackled, dark-skinned man, thought 



to be modeled by the American-born actor Ira Aldridge. The painting is an abolitionist 

statement. To complicate and propel this painting into an expanded conversation, I’ve 

reinterpreted the work by digitally collaging it with a portrait of an aristocratic woman 

by John Singer Sargent (Fig. 18.25). The motif of “the enslaved” present in the original 

piece becomes less literal in a way and more contemplative of possibly an institutional 

enslavement; but also, the implied interaction between the male and female figures (Fig. 

18.26) and the clear dichotomy of class presents a complexity that parallels the original 

sentiment of the painting. 

 

Fig. 18.24 John Phillip Simpson, The Captive Slave, 1827 

 



 

Fig. 18.25 John Singer Sargent, Mrs. George Swinton (Elizabeth Ebsworth), 1897 

 

 

Fig. 18.26 Xavier Hughes and John Singer Sargent on John Phillip Simpson, 2019 

 



18.4.10 Insun Kang 

 

Insun Kang, BFA, 2020 

The Romantic App, 2019 

Tracking: Edgar Degas, Portrait after a Costume Ball (Portrait of Madame 

Dietz-Monnin), 1879 

Adèle: Two letters from the Art Institute Research Files, 2019 

Adèle: Two letters from the Research Files uses augmented reality to layer the lesser 

known stories about the making of the painting and the art historical interpretations 

that followed the completion of the work to let them all exist in the same time and space.  

In creating the series of three augmented reality lenses for the European Paintings at the 

Art Institute of Chicago, I used the research files at the museum extensively as sources 

of both material and inspiration. These files contain myriads of visuals and texts that 

allow a revealing glimpse into how museum works are maintained,  contextualized, 

researched, of how ownership transferred and transmitted around the globe. 

 I found some lovely personal stories hidden amongst those dense research materials, 

such as the one letter from the great-granddaughter of ‘the’ Madame Dietz-Monnin 

subject of this painting (Fig. 18.27). Contrasting that letter to another by Degas, written 

to but never sent to Mme. Dietz-Monnin, her granddaughter Victoire reveals her take on 

the Degas, in a second letter, revealing  why her great-grandmother so disliked the 

portrait, a fact disturbing to Degas, as seen expressed by his letter.  

Below is the unsent letter from Degas that I found in the Art Institute research files, that 

I copied in full, followed by a short excerpt from Victoire’s handwritten letter. The 

augmented reality work that I created merges them with a copy of a pastel sketch that I 

also found the the research files,  and a photo of the framed sketch sitting on a piece of 

furniture, part of a small packet containing Victoire’s letters, and the portrait by Degas. 

With all of these images transparently layered over one another, I created an ambient 

animation, semi transparent through which a viewer can also see Degas actual painting 

beneath it (Fig. 18.28).  It is an ode to the archives and a representation of all museums 

as living beautiful archives and gateways to the past. 

Unsent letter from Degas to Mme. Dietz-Monin: 

 



To Mme Dietz-Monin, 

 

 Let us leave the portrait alone, I beg of you. I was so surprised by your letter 

suggesting that I reduce it to a boa and a hat that I shall not answer you. I thought 

that August or M. Groult to whom I had already spoken about your last idea and my 

own disinclination to follow it, would have informed you about the matter. 

 

Must I tell you that I regret having started something in my own manner only to find 

myself transforming it completely into yours? That would not be too polite and yet… 

 

But, dear Madame, I cannot go into this more fully without showing you only too 

clearly that I am very much hurt. 

 

Outside of my unfortunate art, please accept all my regards. (undated) 

 

Letter excerpted from Victoire Gilbaud, Great-granddaughter of Mme. Dietz-Monin, 

found in the research files of the Art Institute of Chicago, dated 1980: 

 

She was a gay widow. It is said that in the portrait, she was in a nightdress, …and 

drunk. Others say she was painted as a prostitute, waiting for a client. (That is why 

she did not like it!) (excerpt - dated 1980). 

 

 

Fig. 18.27 Edgar Degas, Portrait after a Costume Ball (Portrait of Madame Dietz-Monnin), 1879 



 

 

 

Fig. 18.28 Insun Kang on Edgar Degas, 2019 

 

 

 

 

18.4.11 Amanda Konkol 

 

Amanda Konkol, BFA, 2018 

The Romantic App, 2015 

Tracking: Alberto Pasini, Memory of the Orient, 1880 

 

I chose my collection of paintings based on a keen interest in conflict. For me, these still 

images are representative of the liminal space between thoughts and actions (Fig. 

18.29). Animating, in this context, is to continue the actions implied within the 



paintings but never performed. Repetition and rhythm are the reigning qualities of my 

GIFs, as they extend the natural motion of the paintings while creating new images 

which underscore the historical content within each piece (Fig. 18.30). 

 

 

 

Fig. 18.29 Alberto Pasini, Memory of the Orient, 1880 

 



 

Fig.18.30 Amanda Konkol on Alberto Pasini, 2015 

 

 

18.4.12 Ferrell Lamonth 

 

Ferrell Lamonth, BFA, 2016 

The Romantic App, 2015 

Tracking: Vincent Van Gogh, The Drinkers, 1890 

 

I chose The Drinkers by Vincent van Gogh (Fig. 18.31), and the Acrobats at the Cirque 

Fernando (Francisca and Angelina Wartenberg)  because, quite simply, I was simply 

struck by them artistically. They captured my attention as soon as I saw them.  I was 

strongly attracted by their compositions and by their subject matters that felt immediate 

and almost “captured.” In working on and with them, I tried to find my own way and my 

own meaning behind these work. I tried to manipulate what was happening within each 

painting to try to find the deeper meaning of the painting itself. The most striking of 

these is the Van Gogh, that is a profound work but at the same time has become a kitch 

cultural symbol. Both in the Art Institute Museum and additionally online, I found 

dozens of tote bags, pillows and other cheap consumer products decorated with images 



of this painting (Fig. 18.32).  I made an animation popping one on top of another, until 

they finally “eat” the original work alive.  

 

 

Fig. 18.31  Vincent Van Gogh, The Drinkers, 1890  

 

 

 

Fig. 18.32 Ferrell Lamonth on Vincent van Gogh, 2015 



18.4.13 Yoo-Jin Lee 

 

Yoo-Jin Lee, BFA, 2016 

The Romantic App, 2015 

Tracking: Antoine Etex, Bust of the Duke of Orleans, 1833 

 

In the Romantic period, many artists became politicized and painted pictures 

symbolizing the radical positions that ultimately lead to the French Revolution.  In my 

augments, I picked more conventional works, sculptures of aristocrats (Fig. 18.33) in the 

traditional academic style.  I layered on top of these animations I made of 

disenfranchised others.  In this case, a crowd of veiled Moslem women. I am portraying 

these so-called realistic sculptures itself as representing a more real truth: the gap 

between the ideal and reality (Fig. 18.34). 

 

 

Fig. 18.33 Antoine Etex, Bust of the Duke of Orleans, 1833 

 



 

Fig. 18.34 Yoo-Jin Lee on Antoine Etex, 2015 

 

 

18.4.14 Sharon Pak 

 

Sharon Pak, BFA/BA, 2016 

The Romantic App, 2015 

Tracking: Édouard Manet, Fish (Still Life), 1864 

 

flesh + bodies [embodiment/disembodiment] + as vessels + apparatus + automata], 

2015 

 

This collection of work focuses on kinesthesia, a state of perception altering a 

representation by means of the limits of the flesh. I began this work thinking about my 

religious history and the relationship I have with the spiritual – much of which is 

dependent on experiences that heavily rely on intangibility (a lot like the digital realm). 

As a byproduct of this relationship (Fig. 18.35 and Fig 18.36), I realized how much I 



fetishize the tactile and visceral and created these works keeping in mind the still very 

real provocations and affective repercussions that come out of the digital image. 

 

 

Fig. 18.35  Édouard Manet, Fish (Still Life), 1864 

 

 

Fig. 18.36  Sharon Pak on Édouard Manet, 2015 



18.4.15 Christen Shea 

 

 

Christen Shea, Post Baccalaureate, 2016, Film, Video, New Media, and Animation + 

Ceramics 

The Romantic App, 2015 

Tracking: Henri Fantin-Latour, Corner of a Table, 1873 

 

Pour Latour, 2015 

 

Looking across to the culture that so influenced this period with its gardens and 

woodblock prints, here we recall Japanese Shinto themes of inanimate spirituality. The 

portrayed scenes (Fig. 18.37) are haunted by the spirits of dormant objects and 

impressions of activities in past and future moments. Enchanted objects transcend their 

state of suspense and dynamic action breathes life into stillness (Fig. 18.38) . 

 

 

Fig. 18.37 Henri Fantin-Latour, Corner of a Table, 1873 

 

 

 



 

Fig. 18.38 Christen Shea on Henri Fantin-Latour, 2015 

 

 

 

 

18.4.16 Emily Shoebey 

 

Emily Shoebey, BFA, 2020 

The Romantic App, 2019 

Tracking: Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Beata Beatrix, 1871-72 

 

Siddal and the Cult of the Lady, 2019 

Beata Beatrix (Fig. 18.39) is a painting honoring the memory of Elizabeth Siddal, the 

model for this and many other Pre-Raphaelite paintings and sketches, made by her 



husband.  She is depicted as Beatrix from The Divine Comedy, the monomaniacal 

subject and avatar of light that inspired Dante Aligheiri to write as a character within 

The Comedy. 

This sort of glorification of Siddal as Beatrix (and many other figures she has been 

painted by the other Pre-Raphaelites, as she was embraced as the muse of the whole 

movement) has ties to the Cult of the Madonna of the Middle Ages, that the 

Pre-Raphaelites very likely drew inspiration from. However, deifying someone also 

makes them less human. Siddel was, sadly, taken more as an object to love and be 

infatuated with rather than as a person. I am memorializing the real Siddal here, as a 

young woman from one century to another from an earlier one (Fig. 18.40). 

 

 

Fig. 18.39 Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Beata Beatrix, 1871--72 

 

 

Fig. 18.40 Emily Shoebey on Dante Gabriel Rossetti, 2019 



18.4.17 Jarad Solomon 

 

Jarad Solomon, MFA, 2016, Art and Technology Studies 

The Romantic App, 2015 

Tracking: Claude Monet, Veteuil, 1901 

 

The work I’ve done for The Romantic App is divided between four of Monet’s haystacks, 

two of Monet’s paintings of the village of Vétheuil, and two pairs of chair / portrait 

couples. My process connects and blends adjacent works (Fig. 18.41), filling the space 

between with a color analysis of the connected pieces. The goal of the project is to 

illustrate and re-define curatorial relationships. 

 

 

Fig. 18.41 Jarad Solomon on Claude Monet, 2015 

 

 

 

 



18.4.18 Kalan Strauss 

 

Kalan Strauss, BFA, 2020 

The Romantic App, 2019 

Tracking: Henri Fantin-Latour, Still Life: Corner of a Table, 1873  

 

Compressionism, 2019 

We live in a digital age where the majority of art exists and is viewed on digital 

platforms, such as Instagram and Twitter. Art is also the marketing around it and those 

platforms are important in the artworld as marketing tools, both by galleries and by the 

artists themselves.  But many artists use social media in unique ways both  as a tool to 

promote themselves and make unique projects specific to the social media platform 

which functions as their stage and also their museums. Beginning with the Dutch 

painters of the 17th century, still life paintings were a sought-after genre by aristocratic 

collectors and were easier for artists to sell. They provided painters a way to monetize 

their work and sustain their artistic careers. Still lives have been around for hundreds of 

years by now, so also provide a consistent, timeless structure for artists to display their 

own unique style and view on painting and on life itself. Using imagery that is familiar 

to mostly everyone (Fig. 18.42), allows artists to show off their skills and depict the 

world according to their own subjective desires. I am doing the same as the artists of the 

19th century, now as an artist of the 21st century, but using the glitches and 

compression artifacts native to my medium (Fig. 18.43), to create a visual style 

interpreting 19th-century still lives culled from the Art Institute, a museum of also from 

the 19th century, now repositioned on the Internet - my museum of the 21st - and with 

the hope of also marketing and eventually selling them! 

 



 

Fig. 18.42 Henri Fantin-Latour, Still Life: Corner of a Table, 1873  

 

 

 

Fig. 18.43 Kalan Strauss on Henri Fantin-Latour, 2019 



18.4.19 Jessica Walters 

 

Jessica Walters, MA, 2021, Art Therapy and Counseling 

The Romantic App, 2019 

Tracking: Claude Monet, Branch of the Seine near Giverny (Mist), 1897 

 

Tribute to Berthe Morisot II: The Artist’s Body, 2019 

 

Berthe Morisot was a female painter who participated in the first French impressionist 

group with Claude Monet, Camille Pissarro, Alfred Sisley, Pierre-Auguste Renoir, Edgar 

Degas, Paul Cezanne, and Armand Guillaumin. Despite multiple exhibitions and a long 

career as a professional artist, Morisot’s death certificate states that she was “without 

profession.” It is my belief that Morisot’s obscurity, during her lifetime and currently, is 

tied to her social status as a woman in the 1800s.  

 

My three-part virtual installation series, Tributes to Berthe Morisot, uses the paintings 

of Morisot’s contemporaries to bring attention to Morisot and her artwork.  

 

In Tribute to Berthe Morisot I, shadows of two hands sprinkle crushed flowers over 

Renoir’s Lunch at the Restaurant Fournaise (The Rowers’ Lunch) (1875). The shadows 

and flowers represent femininity and are a tribute to Morisot’s signature use of crushed 

petals in her paint. I encourage viewers to ponder why Morisot was overshadowed by 

her contemporaries.  

 

In Tribute to Berthe Morisot II: The Artist’s Body, a ghostly, translucent hand covered 

in blue paint, gently sprinkles flower petals (Fig. 18.45) over Claude Monet’s Branch of 

the Seine near Giverny (Mist) (Fig. 18.44), from the series Mornings on the Seine 

(1897). 

 

Some believe that Morisot is scarcely known because of her status as an upper-class elite 

bourgeois artist. Monet, however, one of the world’s most renowned Impressionists, was 

also a member of the upper-class. In my augment, I imitate Morisot by mixing crushed 

flowers into my paint as a way to honor her. But also using Monet in the background 

rather than in the historical foreground that he actually occupies. 

 



 

Fig. 18.44 Claude Monet, Branch of the Seine near Giverny (Mist), 1897 

 

 

 

Fig. 18.45 Jessica Walters on Claude Monet, 2019 



18.5  Conclusion: Augmented Reality as 

Allegory and Pedagogy 

 

Mid semester, spring 2019, Kalan Strauss, a talented student, asked me, with a certain 

degree of anxiety, whether it was “enough” to “just” make a contemporary digital 

landscape out of a historical one (Fig. 18.46), layering it by means of The Romantic App 

on top of the original. He meant “enough” to mean “good art.”  His anxiety was a critical 

response to the the techno-formalist critique often leveled against digitally processed 

abstraction.  His anxiety reflects generally the pedagogic position embraced at the 

School of the Art Institute, which is Conceptual. It is not uncommon for undergraduates 

to make many intertextual and theoretical references in their work.  

 

I took Kalan’s anxiety seriously, hesitating before responding, as I shared a bit of it. I 

projected forward in time, to imagine how The Romantic App might be regarded in the 

future, answering him with a resounding “yes.”  Yes, it is enough.  

 

The depth of meaning of the works done by young artists within the historic context of 

the Art Institute of Chicago has much to do with the structural nature of augmented 

reality technology and its deep  impact and effectiveness as a pedagogical tool. 

Augmented apps actually integrate an editorial evaluation -- a subjective response -- 

with the object of that gaze. Instead of creating a hierarchical relationship between 

subject and object, augmented apps necessitate a dialogical one, where subject and 

object engage in conversation. This is why users of all ages tend to greet a view of the 

world through an augmented lens with such delight!  Augmented information does not 

present as pedantic, but by layering one point of view over another and integrating them 

into a new whole, is collaborative: a very different approach to the pedagogical 

“problem” than earlier authoritarian or clearly hierarchical versions. Students and other 

users don’t feel like they are being taught, but rather that they are participants in a 

conversation. Dialogic conversation -- the Socratic method -- is also, in my experience, 

the most effective way to teach. Augmented apps create community through 

conversation. And community is the ground of all good teaching and learning 

environments. 

 

In the specific case of The Romantic App, the conversation between past and present, 

youth and age, the historical and institutionalized, and the emergent and contemporary, 

make it convincing as an art work.  It functions as both pedagogy and also as a metaphor 



for the process of art history particularly, but also of the grand narrative of History 

itself, as established positions become irrelevant, decay and are replaced by emergent 

ones, ad infinitum.  

 

The Romantic App and all artistic augmented apps are gesamtkunstwerk, a total work 

of art.  Its individual augments are its elements, like brush strokes on the surface of a 

painting, its form a collection of gestures made by young artists positioned on the 

threshold of the digital age (Fig. 18.47).  An app is a museological filter, optical glasses 

for viewing a distant past, from the time and place of a less distant one, whenever that 

might be: the “future.”  The Romantic App embodies, or actually dis-embodies, the 

profound possibilities implied by the structure of the apparatus, an open digital 

application acting as a filter on the camera of a 21st- century “smart” device. It is 

liminal. The Romantic App proposes augmentation as a structure, as art, but also 

pedagogy as art. And in that, community discourse as art, process as art, and ultimately, 

the process of art history as art. It also implies obsolescence as the generative force 

behind History, and in so doing is the vehicle of its own unmaking. 

 

Claudia Hart 

December, 2019 

 

 

 

 



 

Fig. 18.46 Claude Monet,  Apples and Grapes, 1880 

 

 

 

Fig. 18.47 Kalan Strauss on Claude Monet, 2019 
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